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XEOS TF: year-round
flexibility and
performance
The XEOS TF front hopper is a major asset
to any farmer looking for performance and
profitability.
It will prove to be an indispensable and economic
tool due to its extensive use all year long, from
spring to autumn, including summer cover crops.
Its advantages will win you over:
> Front to rear load balancing.
> The front hopper can be used for fertilising
or seeding.

> Adaptable to all types of Sulky drilling toolbars,
from the most basic to the most advanced.
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XEOS TF: a new generation hopper

Front hopper 1000L
Front weights

Front hopper 1800L

A versatile hopper,
a “four seasons” hopper
One of the front hopper’s main advantages is its versatility: it adapts
to seed rows as wide as 6 m without the need for very high lifting
capacity. The Xeos TF also complements seeding or fertilising distribution
heads that can be mounted onto the implement of your choice.
This modularity enables drilling all year long in any conditions: autumn
cereal drilling, spring fertiliser applications, summer cover crop sowing,
and peace of mind in the winter while you watch your seedlings’
emergence.
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Front hopper 1800L + DUO 70L
Front press and rear weights

A new chassis
The Xeos TF is equipped with a completely new chassis offering
unparalleled accessibility to the machine’s different technical
elements and greater load capacity.
In terms of pneumatic transport, the injection system has also been
improved with the arrival of a “special fertiliser performance kit”,
which increases the pneumatic transport capacity of the system
by 40%.

Improved load balancing
In order to rebalance the front and rear weights in the drilling
configuration, the Xeos TF includes a front hopper available
in 3 loading capacities (1,000/1,500/1,000 L), for easy front
loading. The maximum ballast load on the front may go up
to 1,500 kg, without counting the load in the hopper.

1
Sulky meets all of your demands with its range of intelligently
developed hoppers. The Xeos TF works just as well with lowpowered tractors (1,000 L hopper,1.25 m ht. without front
packer or 1.54 m ht. with front packer) as it does with highpowered tractors (1,800 L hopper, 1.79 m ht. with front packer).

The front hopper makes a better balance of loads on the
tractor possible, less load on the rear axle and reduction in
soil compaction.

2
Preparing seed beds is a crucial stage in the drilling process.
In order to meet your demands, Sulky offers you the Cultiline
range. Whether it be for conventional preparations with the
Cultiline HR (power harrow) or for quicker, simplified preparations
with the Cultiline XR (implement with discs).

3
Because your soil is not the same as your neighbour’s, it’s important
to choose a sowing technique that’s right for you. To meet this
challenge, Sulky has developed a range of coulter bars including
everything from the coulter to the Cultidisc, with 100 kg of pressure,
to the Twindisc drilling toolbar which provides up to 50 kg.
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Metering: simple but
cutting-edge performance!
1 -U
 niversal metering unit: sows all seed types from OSR
to beans without changing the splines; changing from small
to large seeds is done through clutching and only takes
a few seconds. 100% Sulky technology, the metering unit
provides record-breaking performance: from 1 to 450 Kg/ha
at 8 km/h for wheat.
2 -A
 ccessibility and ergonomics: all adjustments have been
centralised around the metering unit for rapid calibration
testing without disassembly; complete emptying
of the hopper only takes a matter of seconds thanks
to an ingeniously placed flap.

Universal metering unit: changing from
small to large seeds is done through clutching

“Express” emptying to the last kilo.

3 - More air: XEOS TF models have a slow-speed 6-inch
extra-large fan. Silent and producing large volumes
of air, it is fitted with a large diameter air
intake. Objective: ensure that seeds
always hit their target whatever the
size and whatever the quantity!

The double-notched tapered sleeve at the end
of the SULKY universal metering wheel provides
both control of very low doses and better seed
distribution.

The SULKY metering unit gives you an application rate that is as good in the
field as it is during adjustment phases. For calibration tests, there is nothing
to dismantle as all adjustments are centralised around the metering unit.
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CULTILINE: fixed or folding rotary harrows
Sulky offers a wide range of power harrows from 3
to 6 m to complement the Sulky drilling toolbar of
your choice. A lone-8 m version is available.
The harrow’s robust design allows for heavy
use. Sulky uses the highest quality components:
WALTERSHIELD PTO drive shaft*, TIMKEN and SKF
ball bearings.
The machine’s ergonomics is designed to make
usage easy for our farmers. Adjustment of the
levelling bar is centralised.
The reasons for using SULKY power harrows:
4 rotors to the metre, RAPIDFIT quick-release
tines, 3-year guarantee for the gearbox and
gear trough.
*Bondioli on HRW SLIM

Hydraulic lifting of the
Twindisc and Cultidisc
coulter bar.
Optional: lifting capacity of
3.5 T allowing you to use
the machine in spring with
an air seeder.
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550 mm packer roller:
Multi-purpose

520 mm Gravity roller:
Performance

550 mm Tracker roller :
High-tech

> At ease in any conditions

Only on rigid power harrows

> S trikes the right balance between
cost and high-tech

> Flexible rubber belts

>A
 ll the agronomic advantages without
damaging the rollers in stony conditions

> Low power consumption

> A
 vailable with 12.5 cm or 15 cm
inter-rows

CULTILINE XR: the speedy disc tool
for seedbed preparation
The CULTILINE XR is a mounted cultivation tool with
two rows of notched discs. It is available in 3.00 m,
3.50 m and 4.00 m versions and it is characterised by its
ability to work at speeds higher than 12 km/h.
> Speed is its ally: with its 415 mm diameter discs
positioned in the form of an X, the CULTILINE XR
module is suitable for working on mulch at speeds of
between 12 and 15 km/h.
> Preparation has been perfected: The soil flow is
levelled by a comb harrow located just behind the two
rows of discs. The roller provides soil firming before
the passage of the drilling elements (choice of Packer
550, Gravity or Tracker roller).
> You can use the CULTIDISC drill in more ways
than ever: this 100 kg drilling tool bar can be
combined with either a CULTILINE XR or with the
SULKY CULTILINE HR rotating harrow. This makes
this multifunctioning system your first choice from
early planting until the end of the season, especially
in damp conditions.
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The “large clearance” version:
better than a standard drilling system
> T he UNISOC 3R drilling system uses Suffolk coulters
mounted on 3 identical rows; it therefore offers
330 mm of clearance between each row.
> With this drilling system you can sow on ploughed
or carefully tilled ground thanks to its ability to
remove large volumes of plant debris, even with
narrow inter-row spacing.

Exclusive to

SULKY

“Dual action” adjustment
or

Effet 1

Effet 2

>O
 n the standard model, the depth pressure is
adjusted with a central, graduated control;
a hydraulic pressure kit is available as an option.
> T he highly-resistant, cast iron coulter stems, the
anti-clogging flap, particularly when drilling on
ploughed soil, and the “anti pat-down” device
(pressure-mounted spring) make the UNISOC 3R
standard drill worth “every penny”.
MANUFACTURER “X”

Shallow drilling or
drilling on very loose soil:
you can finely adjust your depth pressure
until the pressure exerted by the weight
of the unisoc coulter unit is completely
released, if necessary (“0” kg of pressure)!

Small seeds sown
at surface level

Deep drilling or
increased forward speed:
you have up to 20 kg of pressure
from the Unisoc.

Large seeds at
the required depth

COMPARE!
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NEW!

TWINDISC: the Ideal Double Disc
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Exclusive to

SULKY

1

2

3

Individual parallelogram with
ergonomic pressure adjustment.

Perfect depth control for fully
managed seed placement.

Press wheel with a flexible tread to give the best
‘ground/seed’ contact for rapid and even lifting.

Thanks to its press wheel, the new TWINDISC
drilling toolbar will be your ideal partner for all
of your drilling operations even in the driest
conditions.
The parallelogram ensures terrain adaptation for
perfect sowing at a wide range of forward speeds.
The staggered double disc drops the seed with
precision even at speeds higher than 10 km/h.
The centralised depth adjustment is easily done
thanks to simple, clear and precise markers.
For effective seedling emergence, your seeds
need optimal soil firming adapted to different
weather conditions. This is why the Twindisc soil
firming system is independent of the depth and
offers you a pressure that evolves through
constant bearing up to 50 kg per element.

Double offset discs:
smooth and clean furrows guaranteed
MANUFACTURER “X”

The first disc opens a clean furrow while
the second holds the edge of the furrow.
Only fine soil touches the seed.

Apart from a wider opening, the two aligned
discs will pinch the debris which drops it to
the bottom of the furrow. This means that
the seed is no longer in contact with the soil.
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NEW!

TWINDISC: ergonomic pressure adjustment
The Twindisc press wheel
and depth control have been
designed to be completely
integrated into the seed line.
The distance between the
wheel and the double disc is
very small. So there is high
quality ‘soil/seed’ contact and
depth control is perfect.

The pressure of the new TWINDISC sowing
line is adjusted incrementally by changing
the geometry of the main spring.
This ingenious principle allows the user
to change the setting effortlessly and
without tools.
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The seed is directed towards the
soil and placed with precision
thanks to the exclusive Sulkydesigned positioning tube.
The slide effect slows the seed
as it falls and so avoids bouncing.
This means that the seed is
perfectly positioned.

Weatherproofing:
the secret to long-lasting performance.
The Twindisc’s has unbeatable longevity even though it is maintenancefree. The secret of its strength is the weatherproofing of its moving
parts which use double V-ring seals.
15
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NEW GENERATION

: The simplest “top-of-the-range”
drilling system on the market
> Up to 100 kg of individual pressure: ideal for working dry
land, drilling to greater depths (e.g. bean) and operating at higher
forward speeds.
>Large notched disc (415 mm) with integrated packer wheel: drilling
toolbar with aggressive angle of attack and seed consolidation
for all types of seeds, ranging from OSR to conservation tillage
of beans.
> T o ensure consistent depth and
firming for each row,
the CULTIDISC coulter units are
all exactly the same length;
exceptional “anti-clogging”
clearance: 560 mm between rows!

>U
 nfailingingly tough: seed coulter with integrated carbide disc,
hinge-less leaf spring suspension (zero maintenance, zero wear),
ultra protected without grease points.
> Flawless seed placement thanks to the exclusive
“anti-bounce” air vent and the flat heel
coulter (the heel protects the seeds from
the rotating discs when being dropped to prevent
them being ejected from the furrow).

Depth control: Ease and precision
from parallelogram-mounted
tie-rods!
100 kg

56 cm clearance

The depth of the drills can be easily adjusted by
raising or lowering the frame supporting the
coulter units (using the tie rods).

100 kg

Raised drill frame: drilling depth maintained at surface level
(e.g.OSR).

Lowered drilling frame : drilling down (e.g.beans)
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Distribution and separation:
the right head for the job!
> Active turbulence design:
lThe long, ringed feeder column ensures perfect, consistent mixing
of both air and seeds; the unique design of the internal part of the head,
free of any bounce zones, facilitates rapid and fluid seed flow.
Result: exceptional distribution precision, guaranteed in all conditions,
even on slopes and banks.
> “Excellent” row separation according to the criteria of the German
DLG*, even using the most sensitive seeds, such as peas or OSR!

> From the cabin: symmetrical or assymetrical tramline
control and “half-drill” shut-off*; during tramlining.
Proportional rate reduction according to the number
of row valves shut-off. The original design of these
valves (vent system) prevents any disturbance within the
head whether the valves are open or closed, thereby
guaranteeing reliable distribution in all circumstances.

Rate (%)

Peas - 180 kg/ha - CV= 1,54%

>T
 he ADS system gives you full control over the
number of rows sown (every 2nd or 3rd row, 2 x 2 or
2 x 3 row tramlining, etc.) thanks to the individual flap
covers integrated with the distribution head. These flaps
also allow the tramlining track to be changed if needed.

Rows

R ate (%)

OSR - 3 kg/ha - CV= 2,84%

Easily modify the number
of rows sown using the lever
on each distribution head outlet.
Rows

*The German agricultural research
institute DLG grades theCVs of the
seed drills as follows:

Excellent
Good
Average
Bad	

Wheat/peas/rye grass
<2
2 à 3,2
3,3 à 6,3
>6,3

OSR
<2,9
2,9 à 4,7
4,8 à 9,4
>9,4

* Optional on version with electrically-driven metering unit
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PILOT and VISION DUO
electronic consoles
Monitor PILOT :
CONSOLE :

Functions available:

PILOT

Tramlining
STOP button (stops tramlining)
Area meter (part and total)
Forward speed
Rotation alarm
and fan speed display
Distribution mechanism rotation alarm
Low seed level alarm
On-screen display of application rate/ha
Monitoring calibration test
Manual application rate adjustment
(10% increments)
1/2 drill shut-off from cabin
End land management functions
(pre-load and pre-start)
Automatic application modulation by GPS
(as slave, receiving orders)
Automatic application modulation by GPS
(self-governing)*
Logging of seeding operations
Management of 2 independant applicators		
Standard

Optional

* GPS positioning antenna required
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VISION DUO

> End land functions to eliminate drilling
misses from a standing start or from
headland starts.
> During tramlining runs, automatic
reduction of the drilling application rate
(saving seed), in proportion to the number
of rows marked.
> Makes calibration testing child’s play
(a single test without a crank handle,
automatic adjustment of application
rate/hectare after recorded weight is
entered in the console).

PILOT electronic console with its large backlit screen

> Half-drill shut-off from the cabin with
proportional application rate reduction
(optional).
VISION DUO console:
> In addition to the PILOTE console
functions, this console facilitates
automatic application adjustments either
in slave mode (receiving instructions) or
in self-governing mode using an SD card
(GPS antenna necessary).

Electric drive of the standard dosing unit:
easy and ergonomic access for safe adjustments.

NEW!

DUO hopper:
2 products in a single pass
A second, completely integrated hopper
and a single control interface:
The DUO hopper, available with a capacity of 70 litres, is
fully integrated into the main seed drill and enables a second
product to be sown in the row as close as possible to the
main seed.

Speed increase takes place via a single radar sensor for the
2 metering devices managed independently of each other.
The application adjustment and control take place from a
single interface: the VISION DUO.

Highly accurate application:
The DUO hopper applies products very accurately, from 0.5 to
15 kg/ha thanks to 3 independent metering wheels. Its stainlesssteel metering device is driven by an electric motor. A pushbutton
makes it possible to start the calibration test in the immediate
vicinity of the hopper.
2 types of product may be used
with the DUO hopper:
Secondary seeds

Slug pellets

The DUO hopper guarantees
secondary product drilling: a forward
step towards reducing crop loads.
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Optional equipment

For cover crops a 24, 32 or 40 row distribution
head is available for fitting on a cultivator.
Seed flow diffuser blades are available for better
distribution of the seed flow.

‘Drive’ front press.
Directional with active pressure, it is equipped with
large diameter tyres for sustained and uniform
consolidation and a lower power consumption. Its
forward positioning allows for better load balance
and quality consolidation, regardless of the seed
level in the hopper.

Electro-hydraulic selector switch for folding
versions: only one hydraulic connection is required
to control 4 functions.

Rear weight-carrier, also available in the front
(in the absence of a front press).

Distribution head: 6, 8 or 12 rows for fertiliser
application (precision planter).

Right half drill shut-off.

Special fertilizer injector.
As standard on the XEOS TF Duo version, it
is essential for fertilizer application. It greatly
increases instant fertilizer flow rate and directs any
dust towards the soil.

GPS antenna - for use in heavy mulch (corn
harrowing), or in specific cultivations (rice growing)
to replace radar.

A cyclone unit is also available as an option to
improve pneumatic transport.
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Hydraulic lifting for Cultidisc drilling toolbars and also for air
seeders lifting capacity 3.5 t.

Hydraulic lifting of the TwinDisc coulter bar is optional.

Press wheel scraper: only on TwinDisc and Cultidisc.

Carbide disc scraper disc on TWINDISC
for intensive sowing conditions or sowing
on abrasive soils.

Flanged wheel on CULTIDISC. Recommended for use with
CULTLINE XR or in stony conditions.
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Optional equipment

Harrow with straight tines (only on sowing lines UNISOC or
UNIDISC) or leveling tine harrow (photo).

Customised mounting
The Sulky Xeos TF hopper can be used to apply
fertiliser or seed. It can be used with a drilling
toolbar designed and manufactured by Sulky,
and also with a distribution head to be fitted on
the implement of your choice by your dealer.
This is the opportunity to take advantage of
the technology and expertise of a leading
manufacturer.
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Marker on HRW
Horizontal folding and working dimensions make it easy to operate
at the edge of fields. Dual active and passive safety protects your
equipment for a long time.
.

Disc-based pre-emergence markers.

Your satisfaction is our priority
A new website
The website has been redesigned to adapt to
your needs and to offer you more information
and contact.

Download all the brochures and technical
documentation you need free of charge.
A search function allows you to find
information quickly.

Sulky, manufacturer of the highest quality farm
equipment and also a service provider.
Our main goal is your satisfaction throughout
the entire life of your machinery.
Before delivery and at your leisure, you may
consult the operating manual or replacement
parts catalogue on our Internet site, or download
technical documents concerning your future
machine.
Your dealer can be supported by Sulky’s technical
services either during delivery in order to answer
any of your questions, or throughout the life
of your machine.
Our services ship more than 22,000 references
across the globe in less than 24 hours.

Find all the Sulky news on smartphone,
tablet or computer.

More videos and photos in real working
conditions.
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Technical characteristics
FRONT TANK
Hopper capacity
Loading Dimensions
Loading height (cm)
without frontpacker
Loading height (cm)
with front packer
Weight without front
press (kg)

1 000 l

1 500 l

86 x 192
125
154

143
174

1 800 l
86 x 251
148
179

1 800 l
+ DUO 70 l
86 x 251
148
179

Equipements

l Standard

Optional

To be specified when ordering

Front tank		
Parking stands that can be folded into the chassis

l

Three-point linkage, standardised Category II			

l

Hydraulically driven fan with manometer for controlling the return pressure		

l

Folding cover		

l

Filtering sieve in the hopper		

l

Hatch for rapid emptying of the seed		

l

Stainless steel hatch for isolating the metering mechanism		

l

Offset adjustment of the metering mechanism with easy reading feature		

l

Electrically driven metering mechanism with PILOT OR DUO console,			

590

613

627

677

XEOS TF

		

radar speed sensor

1/2 drill electronic shut-down management (right side)

l

(1)			

10 kg electronic weighing scale		
Folding loading platform		

l

LED working lights that can be independently controlled		

l

Lateral pipe for pressure conveying, diameter: 125 mm (6 m rigid + 6 m flexible)

l

SULKY centralised fertiliser/seed distribution, entirely stainless steel (1 to 450 kg/ha)

l

Pack-Drive self-steering front compactor with 11.5/80-15 tyres (compulsory factory assembly)		
Weight holder with a set of 12 weights (12 x 40 kg) (2)		
Spreading vane		
Distribution head kit for sowing on cultivator (3)		
Distribution head kit for fertiliser application (6, 8 or 12 rows) (3)		
Roller of pneumatic pipes ø30 (seeds) or ø50 (fertiliser) (3)		
Cyclone kit for fertiliser application (in combination with fertiliser distribution head)		
Injector kit for fertiliser application (recommended for high rates)		
(1) On the Sulky distribution head delivered with the coulter bar
(2) 1 set with front press, maximum 2 sets without front press
(3) Delivered in kit; to be fitted to the tool by the dealer
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l

oad lights and signalling (low beam headlights, right and left indicators, and side lights)

Sowing coulterbar
Equipements

l Standard

Optional

To be specified when ordering
Unisoc

Sowing coulterbar
Linkage by Packer installation on the Sulky rotary harrow

(4)

l

Unidisc	Twindisc	Cultidisc
l

Attachment to the Sulky rotary harrow with Tracker support
Rear tramlining for pre-emergence with discs
Closure of two additional rows (2x3 tramlining)

TWINDISC

“Centre line“ markers that can be folded horizontally (5)

Rear rigid sowing coulterbar :

Working width (m)

“Centre line“ markers that can be folded vertically (6)

Rear rigid sowing coulterbar

Rear rigid sowing coulterbar

Unisoc / Unidisc / Unidisc + Press wheel

Cultidisc

3.00

3.50

4.00

Hydraulic depth adjustment (1DE)
Hydraulic selector - 4 fonctions hydrauliques
on one DE (only on folding models)

3.00

3.50

4.00

20

24

28

Rear harrow with levelling tines (5 )

Number of rows

20

Inter-row spacing (cm)

15 12.5 14.6 12.5 14.2 12.5

15

14.5

14.3

Weight on rear (1) (kg)

611 660 698 752 773 822

1 190

1 400

1 565

24

24

28

28

32

Rear harrow with straight tines

Carbide disc scraper
to replace the polyurethane scraper
Hydraulic lifting of the sowing coulter
(4) Except folding CULTIDISC seed drills
(5) Only on folding seed drills
(6) Only on fixed seed drills

Rear folding coulterbar :

Working width (m)
Number of rows
Inter-row spacing (cm)
Weight on rear* (kg)

l

Press wheel scraper: only on TwinDisc and Cultidisc

Rear folding sowing coulterbar

Rear folding sowing coulterbar

Rear folding sowing coulterbar

Unisoc / Unidisc / Unidisc + Press wheel

TWINDISC

Cultidisc

4.00
28

32

4.50
32

36

5.00
32

40

14.3 12.5 14 12.5 15.6 12.5
1 035**

1 100**

1 170**

6.00
40

4.00
28

32

4.50
32

36

5.00
32

40

6.00

4.00

4.50

5.00

6.00

40

28

30

32

40

15

14.3 12.5 14 12.5 15.6 12.5

15

14.3

15

15.6

15

1 200**

930 995 1010 1075 1020 1150

1170

1 600

1 700

1 750

2 000

* Drilling toolbar and distribution head, without the rotary harrow
** Maximum weight with UNIDISC R+
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Les Portes de Bretagne - P.A. de la Gaultière
35220 CHATEAUBOURG France
Tel.: +33 (0)2 99 00 84 84
Fax: +33 (0)2 99 62 39 38
E-Mail: info@sulky-burel.com
Postal address:
SULKY-BUREL – CS 20005 – 35538 NOYAL SUR VILAINE CEDEX, France

www.sulky-burel.com

The drilling and fertiliser
spreading specialist
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